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Smoothwall
Cloud Filter
Smoothwall Cloud Filter means you can
now take your web filtering out of the server
room and onto the client machine.

This offers a number of distinct advantages

Extend student protection

Faster installation

Full incident reporting

Filter all managed devices on or offsite,
and so extend student protection to the
home not just in school.

Benefit from faster and easier
installation as well as more robust
user authentication.

Report on 100% of data and so create
a full contextual picture around any
safeguard incident.

Faster reporting

Simplified content filtering

Complete user visibility

Enables faster, investigative reporting
than on-premise. Of particular value to
customers with large data sets.

Achieve real-time, content aware
filtering without the complexity of
man-in-the-middle decryption,
certificates or exceptions.

Achieve complete user visibility with
simple authentication of all traffic
and all users.

Safe & fast internet access
Eliminate single point of failure for
filtered internet access giving intrinsic
scalability and reliability.
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New features - Coming soon
We are committed to keeping our customers one step ahead in the evolving world of digital safety.
We are continually developing our solutions therefore. It’s a rigorous process. It also means we’ll be
adding four new exciting developments to Cloud Filter in 2019.

Azure Active Directory integration (Spring/Summer 2019)

High performance reporting (Spring/Summer 2019)

No longer just tying into on-premise user directors, we will
soon be expanding the number of directories Cloud Filter
talks to including native user directories such as Azure AD,
and Google. This will be an ideal support to those customers
transitioning to full cloud.

A series of summary reports will enable customers to see key
metrics quickly. This includes trends on web browsing and
filtering, plus others.

New user interface (Summer 2019)

Full cloud reporting (Summer 2019)

User experience will be improved with a cleaner, simpler
and more streamlined UI. Policy management will become
quicker and blocklists and allow lists will be incorporated
into the main UI for easier access.

All customers, on-premise included, will benefit from fast,
rich analysis, reports and dashboards, with no need for extra
hardware of enhanced resource specs.
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